
It's not like how they've caused you to think and believe it is. There's the illusionary World you are 
emotionally invested in and there's the World of how it really is. Let me give you an example from 
today's news: 

Here's the puppet news article of distraction  https://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/features/66177220

Here's the true picture  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zm261O9BRB0

Your government are not the top dogs. Your religions are mind-control instruments. Science has 
been bought and paid for. Left and right, red and blue; all work for the alien controlled elite dogs...

They're trashing the planet and trying to kill as many of us as they can. But taking us down through 
the air we breathe and the water we drink and the food we eat; is a slow-kill and not quick enough 
for them. What's the quickest killer? NO CLEAN WATER.

The after-life has been hijacked and turned into a recycling factory of sorts. Come on, did you really 
believe Jesus or his mother or one of his helpers is going to look after you when you fall off your 
perch? Nah, it's really like this Captain Janeway clip, except the aliens are grotesque looking:

Get to understand every morsel of this and forward to your loved ones:  
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-
e&q=Janeway+alien+encounter#fpstate=ive&vld=cid:bb218616,vid:ghSq2qlwrs0

Turning your back on the Light is essential for your future. If you want to lose your memory and 
return here as a baby, then you go to the Light when it beckons you. But if you want to retain your 
memory and never let another mother wipe your arse; then you turn your back on the Light and 
head for the very faint light in the distance. You have a great future if you make the right choice.

Go here:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24xRbee11RY

You will carry-forward (in your Soul) your so-called 'unfinished business'; but this can be worked 
through in a higher-conscious parallel World. This amounts to all of your addictions, which you 
have yet to master. Addictions are anything you struggle to give up and I have covered these in my 
other free articles and my books...

Christ consciousness belongs to any non-addicted person. Please don't under-estimate what I'm 
saying here. The greatest addiction of all is to emotions and upon this planet most people are 
emotionally invested in their own illusions – created by their belief in the deliberate mind-control.

You should be very happy that you've got you and that you've always got you and your ability (like 
Captain Janeway) to think for yourself. That's what's now needed for the days that are coming...

We are all the same, because we're made from the same stuff and we're all addicted (otherwise we 
wouldn't be here). So please let's have compassion for each other as we're all in the same boat.

My interest is to suitably arm (prepare) the people I care about, including my grown-up siblings; but 
in a greater sense, you're all my brothers and sisters and that's why I make my writings 'public'.

This is a World all about CONTROL and in this lower level it works because of our ADDICTION. 
I am happy that I have experienced it, but I don't intend to return and become their cyborg. Will you 
join me in a parallel World where mind-control isn't practised and genius thrives? ~ Gary Bate.
https://www.whatstress.com/
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